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Abstract
The paper presents a method for optimizing the financing option for transport infrastructure project. The execution
time for large project is substantial and the social costs generated during the construction phase are insufficient
included in the assessment models. These are the main reasons for starting the research to extend the project
evaluation methods with procedures that consider also social costs during the implementation of the project,
besides the social costs after work completion.
The proposed method aims to enhance the solution given by the current applied methods for investment assessment.
Starting from the results of the present procedures of transport investment assessment, two approaches are presented.
The first one assumes that the work starts at the reference year and different construction schemes can be applied. The
optimal time of project implementation is determined considering the social costs during construction and
after project implementation. In the second approach, the purpose is to determine the moments of the starting and
the completion of the works for minimum of the losses caused by the social costs before and during the
project implementation.
The paper emphasizes that social cost during transport infrastructure work must be considered in investment
timing. In this regard, supplementary procedures can be added to the current method used for ranking of
the transport infrastructure investments. For an investment measure identified as opportune, the proposed
method aim to minimize the total social cost.
Keywords: Transport infrastructure planning, Investment timing, Social cost

1 Introduction
Transport investment projects that aim the development
of new infrastructure or upgrading of the existing one
need substantial investments. Included in the public investment category, the project financing requires technical, financial and economic substantiation [1, 2].
Rational and reliable methods are necessary to compare
the advantages and disadvantages of the projects and to
establish the financing priorities. Therefore, assessment
methods have been established at European or national
level [1–9]. Various methods of transport investment assessment and planning have been compared in several
studies [10–15]. Traditionally, transport investment decisions are based on conventional cost–benefit analysis
* Correspondence: dorinela.costescu@upb.ro
Polytechnic University of Bucharest, Splaiul Independentei 313, 060042
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(CBA) converting the virtual impacts into monetary
units, such as time savings, emissions, accidents [7, 16–
22]. Another category of methods consists of
multi-criteria analysis (MCA), acknowledged as technique for assessment of sustainability at neighbourhood
level [1, 23–28]. Strengths and weaknesses of the CBA
and MCA and their applicability in decision-making
processes for transport projects are emphasized by substantial studies [11, 24, 26, 27, 29–35]. The results of the
accomplished studies are useful in identifying the appropriate method for transport project evaluation in a certain framework. Therefore, this paper focuses not on a
comparative examination of the project assessment. The
aim is to develop a model which could supplement any
current applied method.
In intermediate assessments of investment projects for
new infrastructure or upgrading of the existing one [36],
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significant social costs have been emphasized during
construction. Usually, CBA studies consider externalities
(such as safety, pollution etc.) before and after project
implementation, but not during construction. Starting
from this statement, a model to better reveal the implementation time in project evaluation is required.
Firstly, the implementation time for large project is
substantial. If social costs generated during the construction phase are insufficient included in assessment, then
the efficiency analysis may provide some inaccurate conclusions in terms of the necessity and suitability of certain projects. In most cases of upgrading and new
capacity development projects for rail and road infrastructures, restriction measures are required during the
implementation time (capacity reductions, traffic speed
limitations, and safety measures). In addition to the cost
generated by the restriction measures, there are social
costs due to congestion, longer detour routes, traffic
risks, consequences to the community of the riparian
zones, etc. Figure 1 presents examples of projects with
significant impact recorded during implementation.
Generally, construction of a highway section or the upgrading of a road requires deviation of traffic on adjacent
routes, generating supplementary costs for transport operators, users, and riparian zones. Alternative roads frequently have insufficient capacity or are in poor
condition. Moreover, the negative effects of the traffic
detour imply additional costs even after the project implementation (due to detour roads and environment
degradation).
These types of consequences, assessed in monetary
units, must be considered in the analysis of the economic efficiency of transport infrastructure projects.
Socio-economic analyses that assess the efficiency of investments in transport infrastructure by reference to the
immediate rate of return [20] must consider the additional social costs incurred during the investment. In
this regard, in calculating of the immediate rate of return, additional social costs during the project execution
should be added to investment value.
Secondly, the construction time for large infrastructure project can vary in relation with different ways of
construction work accomplishment:
 With simultaneous work (several simultaneous or

quasi-simultaneous construction sites on the whole
infrastructure length) or
 With successive work (a single construction site that
is moved along the infrastructure as the work is
completed).
Obviously, these differences in the execution of the
project are, both interdependently, reflected in the construction time and the investment amount. In this way, a
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major concern has been to determine how the current
assessment method could be extended to include the
amount of the invested capital and its relationship with
the construction time and, on the other hand, the global
social costs.
The presented model aims to identify the most appropriate time for beginning and the completion of work
for transport infrastructure projects considering the social costs generated during three phases:
(i) the “no-project” reference phase,
(ii) during the implementation period, and.
(iii) after the completion of the work.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we present
the methodology applied in the development of the proposed model. Then, the optimal time of project execution is determined considering the social costs during
construction and after project implementation. Further,
assuming that the obtained optimal time cannot be applied due to physical reasons, a procedure for selection
of the most appropriate investment and construction
scheme is developed. The presented procedure is exemplified for the case of one road section upgrading. Finally, we look at solution for scheduling of work
considering social costs before, during and after project
implementation.

2 Methodology
The decision-making and planning process for large
transport infrastructures needs trustworthy method to
compare the advantages and disadvantages of the project, and to hierarchize the socio-economic attributes of
the project variants. Generally, the frame of the assessment and planning of the investment projects is established at European and national level, even many
disparities appear due to legal and administrative procedures [3, 9, 19, 28]. Starting from the main frame of the
project assessment, this research aims to add a model
for further analysis of the investment timing, to
minimize the global social cost.
This paper introduces an assessment method that
considers the social costs incurred during the investment work on the transport infrastructure. These impacts have frequently been ignored in the economic
analyses of the investment efficiency. The analyses
consider the estimated impacts, both during the work
and after the completion of the project, by comparison with “no project” status. Without the social costs
that are generated during the construction phase, the
efficiency analysis may provide some distorted conclusions in terms of the necessity and suitability of certain projects. The social costs supported by users,
riparian zones and communities are significant, because the major transport infrastructures typically
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a

b

c
Fig. 1 Example of supplementary impact necessary to be evaluated for project in traffic infrastructure. a New road section project: traffic detour
on 16 km adjacent national roads and through next city for 2 years of work; additional social costs including 11.4 mills. Euro time value and 1.15
mills. Euro emission costs. b National road upgrading project: impact during work for the road bypass on railway - heavy traffic detour on 2.5 km
regional and county roads for 2 years; not comprised additional social costs including 4.6 mills. Euro time value and 0.15 mills. Euro emission
costs. c National road modernization project: impact during work for a road junction upgrading - heavy traffic detoured on 15 km regional roads
for 2 years; not comprised additional social costs including 15.6 mil. Euro time value and 1.18 mills. Euro emission costs

require a long period of time for construction, both
upgrading an existing infrastructure and construction
a new infrastructure.
The proposed method uses as input data the results of the present procedures of transport investment assessment (Fig. 2). The next assumptions are
considered:

 The project can be completed in a minimum time

(e.g. with many simultaneous construction sites,
works at night), requiring a maximum investment
amount, but reducing the social cost during the
work, and producing earlier social benefits;
 The project can be completed in a maximum time
with a minimum investment mount, a certain social
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of procedures for transport infrastructure investment evaluation

cost during the works and the later achievement of
the social benefits;
 For time of the project execution between the
minimum time (corresponding to the maximum
investment amount) and the maximum time, the
investment value varies linearly between the
maximum and minimum values. Not always
minimum construction time corresponds to higher
investment costs. But in this research, the statement
of a descending relationship between the investment
amount and the implementation time refers to cases
when the traffic closing, and the use of the alternative
routes are necessary (Fig. 1).
Two approaches are developed. The first one assumes that the work starts only at the reference year

and aims to determine the optimal time of project
implementation for maximum difference between
(Fig. 3):
 The economy achieved by reducing the investment

amount corresponding to an implementation time
higher than the minimum time
 Additional social costs caused by prolonging the
project implementation time.
The goal in the second approach is to determine the
time of the beginning of the work and the time of the
completion for minimum sum of:
 Losses caused by social costs before and during the

project implementation;
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Fig. 3 The structure of the model for selection of the most appropriate investment option

 The necessary investment amount corresponding to

the time of the project implementation.

3 Time for work implementation vs. socioeconomic costs
Let us to consider a certain section of the transport infrastructure planned for upgrading (or new construction)
work, and then, let us to consider the following cases:
 The entire infrastructure section is opened for work;

minimum completion time, θm, is obtained with the
maximum annual amount of investment capital, IM
(there are higher costs for more equipment, the
management of a larger field of work, etc.)
 The infrastructure section is approached “step-bystep”, considering the separation of several subsections; the project is implemented for maximum
time, θM, and minimum annual amount of investment capital, Im.

These hypotheses are easily accepted, especially when
the construction company is unique. Between these two
extreme situations, we consider the year t1, for the

completion time and the related amount of investment,
It1 (Fig. 4).
In case of a linear function of the investment amount
with respect to the completion time, t1, we have the
following:
I t1 ¼ I m þ

I M −I m
ðθM −t 1 Þ; θm < t1 ≤ θM :
θM −θm

ð1Þ

It is well-known that there are many uncertainties in
estimating the total amount of capital investment for
large transport infrastructures [37, 38]. However, in our
approach, we acknowledge that the total discounted investment amounts respect the following relations:
Xθm

Xt 1
Xθ M
IM
I t1
Im
>
>
t
t
t¼1 ð1 þ ΔÞ
t¼1 ð1 þ ΔÞ
t¼1 ð1 þ ΔÞt
ð2Þ

where Δ represents a given discounted rate.
For the annual variation i of the investment amount
between Im and IM:
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Fig. 4 The amount of annual investment as a rectilinear function of the completion time

i¼

I M −I m
;
θM −θm

ð3Þ

Eq. (2) is satisfied for t = θm + 1 if the following condition is also satisfied (Fig. 4):
IM

Xθm þ1 1
Xθ m 1
>
ð
I
−i
Þ
;
M
t
t¼1 at
t¼1 a

where a = 1 + Δ.
Thus, the result is:
X

θm 1
1
1
i
> I M θ þ1 ;
þ
t¼1 at
aθm þ1
am

ð4Þ

ð5Þ

which, after successive calculations, leads to the
following:
i > IM

a−1
:
θ
a m þ1 −1

ð6Þ

If eq. (6) is not satisfied, then prolonging the completion time by only 1 year does not necessarily lead to a
certain level of savings in invested capital (by comparison with the completion time, θm). However, when eq.
(6) is not satisfied, there remains the possibility of
obtaining some savings in invested capital if the completion time is prolonged by more than 1 year.
We consider steady and linear traffic increases for all
periods, before the beginning of the work, during the
project implementation, and after the project completion. Consequently, the related socio-economic costs for
those different periods have the same linear increasing
shape (Fig. 5) and are denoted by Ca for the “no-project”
status, Ci for the period during the work implementation, and Cp for the period after completion and opening
for operation. The terms C 0a , C 0i , and C 0p are costs at the

reference year; ca = tgαa, ci = tgαi and cp = tgαp are the
slopes of the linear cost functions (according to the notation in Fig. 5).
For the first examination, we assume that the work
starts only at the beginning of the reference year (at t0 =
0). We define the following terms:
 ΔC – the additional socio-economic costs during

the extension of the work completion beyond the
same minimum completion time, θm (Fig. 6.a).
 ΔE – the investment savings when the completion
time is extended to t1 (Fig. 6.b), beyond the
minimum completion time, θm (which is
accomplished when the maximum investment
amount, IM, is spent).
The objective is to determine the optimal time for the
completion of work, t1∗, when the difference, δ, between
the investment savings and the additional social cost is
the maximum, which means:
maxδ ¼ ΔE−ΔC

ð7Þ

According to Fig. 6 (based on the shaded areas A⊕
and A⊖), we have the following:
ΔE ¼

Xθm

I
t¼1 M

1 Xt 1
1
− t¼1 I t1 t :
at
a

ð8Þ

The total additional socio-economic costs, discounted
at t1, are as follows:
ΔC ¼

Xt 1
t¼θm þ1



C 0ip þ cip ∙t

 1
at

where C 0ip ¼ C 0i −C 0p and cip = ci − cp.

ð9Þ
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Fig. 5 Social costs: before the beginning of the work (Ca), during the work (Ci) and after the completion of the work (Cp)

a

b
Fig. 6 Additional social costs and investment savings due to the extension of work duration until. a) increasing the additional social cost during
the work, ΔC b) investment savings due to the extension of work duration, ΔE = A⊕ - A⊖ t1 (θm ≤ t1 < θM)
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After the substitution of ΔE and ΔC in Eq. (3) and
Pθ m
0
after simultaneously adding and subtracting
t¼1 ððC ip
þcip ∙tÞ a1t Þ, we obtain the following:

 1
1 Xt 1
1 Xt1  0
δ¼
I
−
I
−
C
þ
c
∙t
ip
ip
t¼1 M at
t¼1 t1 at
t¼1
at
 1
X θ m 
þ
C 0ip þ cip ∙t t :
t¼1
a
Xθ m

ð10Þ
Pθ m

1
t¼1 I M at

Pθm

þ
þ
Because the sum
has a constant value (noted here by K), Eq. (7) becomes
the following:
δ ¼ K−

0
t¼1 ððC ip

cip ∙tÞ a1t Þ

X


 1 
1 Xt1  0
;
I
þ
C ip þ cip ∙t t
t¼1 t1 at
t¼1
a
t1

ð11Þ
which means that the following expression needs to
reach its minimum:
δ1 ¼

t1
X

1
t
a
t¼1

t

 1
1
X
þ
C 0ip þ cip  t t → min:
a
t¼1
I t1

ð12Þ

The optimum completion time, t1∗, represents the time
t1 for which δ1 is the minimum (when the work starts in
the reference year).
Because It1 = Im + i(θM − t1) and It1 = IM − i(t1 − θm), the
result is:
δ1 ¼


 1
1 Xt 1  0
ð
I
þ
i
ð
θ
−t
Þ
Þ
þ
C
þ
c
∙t
;
M 1
ip
ip
t¼1 m
t¼1
at
at

Xt 1

ð13Þ
or
δ1 ¼

Xt 1 
t¼1

 1
Xt 1  t 
I m þ C 0ip þ iðθM −t 1 Þ t þ cip t¼1 t :
a
a

ð14Þ
After successive calculations of the sums in Eq. (14),
we obtain the following:

 1 
1
1− t1
þ iðθM −t 1 Þ
δ1 ¼ I m þ
a−1




 a
1
a
1
t1
þ cip
1− t − t :
1
a−1 a−1
a
a1


C 0ip

ð15Þ

The derivative of Eq. (15) with respect to t1 is as
follows:
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 a 


ln a− i−cip t 1 ln a ¼ 0:
iat1 −i þ cip − I M þ C 0ip þ iθm þ cip
a−1

ð16Þ
Then, we denote by


(
γ 1 ¼ cip −i ln a 
 a 


γ 2 ¼ i−cip þ I M þ iθm þ C 0ip þ cip
ln a;
a−1
ð17Þ
which means that we must determine the solution for
the following equation:
iat1 ¼ γ 1 t 1 þ γ 2 :

ð18Þ

The accepted solution for Eq. (18) is the solution that
respects the following restrictions: γ1 < 0 and γ2 > i. The
solutions to Eq. (18), for different values of γ1 and γ2,
must respect the following constraint:
θ m < t1  ≤ θ M :

ð19Þ
∗

The interval of the desired values of t1 is obtained
through the following condition: the investment savings
amount, ΔE, due to prolonging the completion time beyond the minimum time, θm, must surpass the additional
social cost, ΔC, generated by the same reason, i.e.,
prolonging the completion time.
Considering the additional social costs incurred during
the construction of the infrastructure projects, the extension of the project implementation over the technical
and financial minimum time can be accepted only if it is
offset by reduction in investment costs. Otherwise, Eq.
(18) has no solutions.

4 Selection of the investment option
Let us to consider the following alternative hypotheses: after
the optimisation calculus, there is now obtained a work
completion time, t1∗, but the decision-maker has no ability
to define a practical plan for work to achieve it and, consequently, to achieve the related amount of investment, It1  .
In such cases, there must be a clear selection of one of
two options:
(i) completion of the work with the maximum investment amount in the fastest time θm or, by contrast,
(ii) working slowly until the completion time θM but
using the minimum investment amount.
Occasionally, there are additional exogenous restrictions that impose a certain investment option/strategy
without any other type of analysis (for example, when
severe weather conditions impose the performance of
work during certain periods of the year).
Regardless, the selection between the two options is
based on the comparison between the total costs (socioeconomic cost and the investment amount) during the
work implementation and the savings of the social costs
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(computed as a difference between the “no-project” status and the “completed project” situation).
For both options (Fig. 7), we have the maximum savings of the social costs, EM, in the case of maximum investment, IM:



Xθm 
 1 Xθm
1
0
E M ¼ − t¼1 C ia þ cia ∙t t − t¼1 IM t
a
a

 1
XT
þ
C 0ap þ cap ∙t t ;
t¼θm þ1
a
ð20Þ
and the minimum savings, Em, in the case of the minimum investment, Im:



XθM 
 1 XθM
1
E m ¼ − t¼1 C 0ia þ cia ∙t t − t¼1 Im t
a
a

 1
XT
0
þ
C ap þ cap ∙t t ;
t¼θM þ1
a
ð21Þ
where
C 0ia ¼ C 0i −C 0a ; cia ¼ ci −ca and C 0ap ¼ C 0a −C 0ap ; cap ¼ ca −cp :

ð22Þ

a
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The first negative term in Eq. (20) and in Eq. (21) represents the increasing total social costs during the work
implementation (by comparison with the “no-project”
status); the second term is the total discounted investment amount; and the last term is the total amount of
benefits after the completion of the work until the planning horizon, T.
We obtain the following:
E m −E M


 1  Xθ  1 
M
0
¼ − t¼θ þ1 C ip þ cip ∙t t − t¼1 Im t
m
a
a
Xθm  1 
þ
IM t ;
t¼1
a
Xθ M

ð23Þ
which means that the option for the savings investment,
Em − EM > 0, is recommended only if:
Xθm  1  XθM  1 
I M t − t¼1 Im t
t¼1
a 
a 

1
XθM
0
;
>
C
þ
c
∙t
ip
ip
t¼θm þ1
at

ð24Þ

or, in other words, when the discounted savings of

b

Fig. 7 Investment amount, additional social costs and savings of the social costs after the completion of the work for both options. a Minimum
time for work. b Maximum time for work
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investment are larger than the additional social costs
due to prolonging the completion time from θm, to θM.

5 The time estimation of the beginning and
completion of work
In this section, we suppose that there is no capacity
restriction (or that there is plenty of capacity) or that
the project is exclusively related to the decrease in
the social cost (which means increasing the quality of
the traffic flow). Under these conditions, the purpose
is to determine the moments of the starting and the
completion of the works for minimum of the losses
caused by the social costs before and during the project implementation (Fig. 8). The time of the beginning and the time of the completion of the work are
the key elements for all three phases of the total social costs, i.e., before the beginning of the project,
during the work, and after the completion, for the
entire planning horizon.
Thus, the time of the beginning of the work (t0)
and the completion time (t1) result from the discounted total loss (denoted by L), coming from the
amount of the additional social costs (before and during the work), compared to the total discounted cost
after the completion of the project (according to the
shaded areas in Fig. 9.a), plus the total discounted
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investment, It1, in the (t1 − t0) interval (shaded area in
Fig. 9.b).
We have the following:
 X


1
 0
1
t1
C
þ
c
∙t
þ
i
i
t¼1
t¼t 0 þ1
at
at


 1  Xt
Xt 1 


1
1
− t¼1 C 0p þ cp ∙t t − t¼t þ1 C 0a þ ca ∙t t
0
a
a


Xt 1
1
I t1 ∙ t → min
þ t¼t
0þ1
a

L¼

Xt 1 

C 0a þ ca ∙t

ð25Þ

According to Eqs. (1)–(3) and Eqs. (21)–(22), respectively, we obtain:

Xt 1  1 
Xt 1  t 
þ
c
L¼
ap
t¼1 at
t¼1 at
t
Xt 1
þ cia t¼t þ1 t
0
a
 0
Xt1
þ C ia þ I m þ iðθM þ t 0 −t 1 Þ
t¼t
C 0ap

 
1
:
0 þ1
at
ð26Þ

Solving the sums in Eq. (26), we obtain the following:

Fig. 8 The structure of the model for selection of the most appropriate investment timing
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a

b
Fig. 9 Social costs before, during and after the work in relationship with the amount of investment. (a) Total costs in the “no-project”
situation (Ca), during the work (Ci) and after the completion of the work (Cp). (b) The amount of investment, depending on the
completion time



1
1
L¼
∙ t 1 −1
1−a
a

!


1
a
t1
1
þ cap ∙
1− t ∙
− ∙
a 1 ða−1Þ2 at1 a−1


 t0 
 a   at 0 
1
1
a
þ cia ∙ t0 ∙
∙ t0 þ
−t 1 ∙ t1
1−
a
a−1
a−1  at1 
a
 0

1
1
1
∙ t − t ;
þ C ia þ I m þ iðθM þ t 0 −t 1 Þ ∙
1−a
a1 a0


C 0ap ∙

ð27Þ
which means an explicit function of t0 and t1.
After some simplifications of the derivative of L with
respect to t1, we obtain the following:

 a 
C 0ap ∙ ln a þ cap ∙
∙ ln a−cap þ cap ∙t 1 ∙ ln a
a−1
 a

∙ ln a−1 þ t 1 ∙ ln a
þ cia ∙
a−1

at 1  0
þ i−i∙ t þ C ia þ I m þ i∙θM þ i∙t 0 −i∙t 1 ∙ ln a ¼ 0:
a0
ð28Þ
Using the notations for γ1 and γ2 (Eq. 17) and
denoting:
γ3 ¼ i∙ ln a
then, Eq. (28) can be written as follows:

ð29Þ
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γ1 ∙t 1 þ γ2 þ γ3 ∙t 0 ¼ i∙at1 −t0 :

ð30Þ

The solution of t1 in Eq. (30) depends on the unknown
t0, the starting time of the work. For this reason, we may
appeal to the relationship between t1 and t0:
t1 ðsÞ −t0 ðsÞ ¼ θm þ s; with s ¼ 0::S;

ð31Þ

where S = θM − θm, that is, the maximum additional
time for the completion of the work.
ðsÞ

ðsÞ

We obtain the pairs of values ðt 1 ; t 0 Þ, which correspond to the specific amount of loss, L, from Eq. (30).
We denote by:
(

y 1 ðsÞ ¼ γ1 ∙t1 ðsÞ þ γ2 þ γ3 ∙t0 ðsÞ
ðsÞ
ðsÞ
y2 ðsÞ ¼ i∙at1 −t0

ð32Þ

Considering Eq. (31), Eq. (32) becomes:
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γ2 −γ3 ∙ðθm þ sÞ < i∙aθm þs ;

ð34Þ

which is depicted in Fig. 10.
Using the initial notations, Eq. (34) can be written as
follows:


  a
ci −cp cip ∙
∙ ln a−1
a−1 

þ C 0i −C 0p þ I m ∙ ln a


ð35Þ
< i∙ aθm þs þ s∙ ln a−1
ðsÞ

For the completion times t 1 , with s ¼ 0::S, and the related solutions of Eq. (31) (see Fig. 10), the starting times
of work are the solutions of Eq. (31). Having a set of soðsÞ

ðsÞ

pairs ðt 1 ; t 0 Þ for Eq. (30), we can successively
the loss function, L, for each of the time pairs,
means L (0), L (1), …, L(S). The recommended
ðt 1 ; t 0 Þ respect the following relation:
 



ðsÞ ðsÞ
:
ð36Þ
L t 1 ; t 0 ¼ min L t 1 ; t 0

lution
assess
which
values

s¼0::S

(

y 1 ð sÞ



¼ γ1 ∙t1 ðsÞ þ γ2 þ γ3 ∙ t1 ðsÞ −θm −s

y2 ðsÞ ¼ i∙aθm þs
ð33Þ
Because γ1 + γ3 = (cip − i) ∙ ln a, the valid solutions for
ðsÞ

ðsÞ

the pairs ðt 1 ; t 0 Þ
restriction:

must respect the following

Fig. 10 Solutions for the work completion times

Certainly, the values of time t 0 resulting from
optimization are relevant to investment decisions only if
they are correlated with those imposed by the technical
conditions for the start and/or completion of works (e.g.
diminution of infrastructure resources, requirements of
capacity increase or budget constraints). Therefore, in
CBA the time t 0 can be introduced as a useful parameter
in hierarchizing of several budget projects.
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6 Results and discussion
In this section, the presented procedures are exemplified. Firstly, the optimal time of project implementation is determined in two cases of road section
upgrading (case A and case B) with work starting at
the reference year. Then, another case of a road section upgrading is considered (case C). In this case,
the optimal time of project implementation is determined considering that the work can start at time t0
(after the reference year).
Table 1 presents the values necessary to determine the
optimal time of the completion of the work, t 1 .
Considering a = 1.05 (meaning the discounting rate Δ
= 5%), the eq. (18) is solved for the cases A and B
(Fig. 11). In the case A, the optimal construction time is
close to the minimum implementation time, meaning
that the prolonging of the works is not offset by the reduction of the investment. In the case B, the saving of
the investment is higher than the social costs implied by
the prolonging of the works to 3 years and 10 months.
In the case C, the objective is to determine the moments of the starting and the completion of the works
for minimum of the losses caused by the social costs before and during the project implementation. Appling the
procedure presented in section 5, the recommendation
is the project lasts for 3 years and 6 months, starting 4
years after the reference year.

7 Conclusions
Transport infrastructure work requires an extended
period of time for completion and, moreover, a large
level of investment. During the work, there are

impacts on transport operators and users (e.g. speed
reduction, additional energy consumption, uncertainty
concerning the transport time, congestion, and decreases in traffic safety) and also for the neighbouring
population (through increases in, for instance, different pollutants, space fragmentation, and visual discomfort). In the case of road infrastructure, these
impacts are also supported by individuals who use
their own cars. For all traffic users and for the neighbouring population, work on the transport infrastructure generates even worse impacts by comparison
with the “no-project” situation.
The entire set of impacts generated by work on the
transport infrastructure must be included in the
socio-economic costs for planning studies, in addition
to the expected advantages after the completion of
the work. The total investment amount in transport
infrastructure depends on the necessary implementation time.
In case of high social cost before and/or during the
work, the recommended scheme is for achieving the
minimum implementation time with maximum investment amount (in order to produce earlier social
benefits).
Prolonging the completion time beyond the minimum
possible time (from the technical and financial perspectives) could have a positive impact through the reduction
in the investment involved (discounted to the reference
year). The comparison between the savings in the total
investment, due to prolonging the completion time, and
the increasing total socio-economic costs, during the
work implementation, allows to estimate the optimal
time for work.

Table 1 Determining of the optimal time of project implementation
Element of calculation

Planning terms/Phase

Numerical values
Case A

Case B

Case C

Annual investment amount
(mill. Monetary units/year)

maximum, IM

660

780

660

minimum, Im

310

400

300

minimum, θm

3

3

3

maximum, θM

5

5

6

Implementation time of the project
(years)
Socio-economic costs due to the
transport infrastructure utilisation,
discounted to the reference year
(mill. Monetary units)

Annual rate of increase in the case
of the socio-economic costs
(mill. Monetary units/year)

Ca0

59.5

180

70

during the work, Ci0

70

225

76

after the completion of the work and
the beginning of operations in the
new conditions, Cp0

50

110

45

before the beginning of work,

before the beginning of work, ca

3.00

15.00

3.00

during the work, ci

6.00

23.00

5.00

after the completion of the work and
the operation in the new conditions, cp

2.10

11.00

2.00

Starting time (t0)

0

0

4 years

Completion time (t 1 )

3 years and 4 months 3 years and 10 months 7 years and 6 months
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Fig. 11 Graphical solution (F1(t1) = iat1 ; F2(t1) = b1 − b2t1)

Essentially, we attempt to draw the attention of
strategic decision makers to the fact that by including
the social costs, the planned moments of initiation
and completion of a certain project are different from
those determined using current methods. The proposed methodology may improve the current assessment methods of the transport projects.
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